
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

Security is an always-on operation for IT. The right tools 
keep you safe without tying up resources human or digital 
in a constant cat and mouse game. Highly skilled IT security 
teams often work around the clock to deal with or predict 
threats. These teams also need automation. 

Automation gives your security team standardized process 
workflows and makes the identification of anomalies faster 

and easier. You can define rules, structure and security, and 
reduce risk in business process execution. With RunMyJobs®  
scheduling (RMJ), you can build in exception management 
processes that handle security issues automatically. You can 
also coordinate and orchestrate processes that include your 
security applications so that, no matter where or when a 
problem may occur, your security measures are always ready 
to run.

RUNMYJOBS 
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You to standardize and re-use 
automated processes across 
your enterprise

Automated alerts if any process 
steps move out of parameters 
you set

Automated security policy 
enforcement

Visibility of process structure 
and activity as it occurs 
and getting an automated, 
auditable record of activity 
that’s been completedThe RMJ's visual automation gives you an intuitive interface to build 

processes that can enforce changes in your IT environment and roll them 
back as needed. The solution supports tracking changes and generates 
automatic audit trails. It provides your team with the visibility and freedom 
to maintain consistent standards system-wide.

VISUAL AUTOMATION

DEFINE RULES, STRUCTURE AND SECURITY



RMJ provides unlimited connections to all your 
platforms and systems. Whatever the sources, you 
can build data flow and processes that follow your 
rules. Threats stand out as exceptions, and your 
normal business proceeds without delay.

Maintaining a secure enterprise is more than a full-
time job. Give your team the always-on confidence 
that comes with fully automated threat handling 
processes. Find out how we can help you.

MANAGE BY EXCEPTION

On a single screen we can see 
the results of our enterprise outlets 
all 800 of them. This view helps our 
support team see if there are network 
outages, and our managers see if 
there are problems with suppliers. 
We can easily rationalize our core, 
automated business processes 
across our different teams.

John Fitzsimmons, 
Technical Program Manager, Whitbread
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FOR MORE DETAILS, CONTACT YOUR 
REDWOOD REPRESENTATIVE
OR VISIT WWW.REDWOOD.COM

http://www.redwood.com

